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The concept of reductive structure appeared for the first time in a basic 
paper by K. NO:MIZU [7] where the up-to-date foundations for the theory of 
invariant affine connections have been laid. The general importance of this 
concept was recognized before long; in fact the first comprehensive work on 
homogeneous manifolds by A. LICHNEROWICZ [6] systematically utilized the 
reductive structures. Since then results on and applications of reductive struc-
tures have considerably increased. It seems therefore justified to make an 
attempt at a methodical account of some basic facts concerning this important 
concept. Such an attempt is made below which in turn ,vill bring about some 
e:x-tensions of known results as well. 
1. The hasic concepts 
Let G be a connected Lie group, H c G a closed subgroup and consider 
the set NI = GJH of left cosets aH, a E G. Let now 
7C : G -+ M and (l. : G X NI -+ lvI 
be respectively the canonical projection and the natural group action, then 
M admits a unique analy-tic manifold structure such that both 7C and (l. are 
analytic. Thus 111 becomes a homogeneous analy-tic manifold and all the homo-
geneous manifolds are obtained this way up to isomorphisms ([10] 316-327). 
Consider now the Lie algebra 9 of G which ,vill be identified with the tangent 
space TeG of G at the identity element e E G as usual. Then the sub algebra 
f) c 9 corresponding to H will be identified with the subspace TeH of TeG. 
Let m c 9 be a subspace such that the decomposition 
into direct sum of subspaces is valid. Then the linear tangent map 
Te ad(h) : 9 ~ 9 
4* 
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of the automorphism ad(h) : G -+ G maps ~ onto itself for any hE H but, in 
general, m is not left invariant by these linear tangent maps. If in particular 
Te ad(h)m = m 
holds for every h E H then the vector space direct sum decomposition 
is called a reductive structure of the homogeneous space IV! = GjH. Thus the 
existence of a reductive structure is obviously assured in the case where repre-
sentation of H on 9 given by 
Te ad(h) : 13 -+ 13, hE H 
is completely reducible. Consequently, provided G is a connected Lie group 
and H c G a closed connected subgroup which is reductive in G, the corre-
sponding homogeneous space 1\1 = GjH admits a reductive structure. 
Let 13 = m EB ~ be a reductive structure of a homogeneous space NI = 
GjH then by an obvious standard argument: 
[~, m] cm. 
Conversely assume that G is a connected Lie group, He G a closed subgroup 
and m c 13 a subspace such that both 
13 = m EB ~ and [~, m] C m 
are valid then m defines a reductive structure of the homogeneous space 
M = GjH provided H is connected ([4] n, 190-191). 
Some particular reductive structures ·with advantageous properties can 
be introduced in special cases. In fact, let G be a connected reductive Lie 
group and H c G a closed subgroup. Since G is reductive its Lie algebra 13 
has a commutative ideal c and a semisimple ideal 13 such that 
is valid in consequence of a result of J. H. C. WHITEHEAD [9]. Let now A be a 
negative definite bilinear form on c and K the Killing form of 13, then 
B=AEBK 
is a non-degenerate invariant bilinear form on 13 which will be called a quasi-
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Killing form of the reductive Lie algebra 9 ([6] 66-70). Now a decomposition 
into direct sum of suhspaces is called a Killing structure of the homogeneous 
manifold M = G/H provided 
B(m,~) = o. 
is valid. Some of the results concerning Killing structures below are extensions 
of observations due to A. FLEISCHER [11]. 
The fact that a Killing structure is a special reductive structure is estab-
lished by the follo,ving theorem. 
THEOREM 1.1. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, H c G a closed 
subgroup and 9 = m CB ~ a Killing structure of the homogeneous manifold 
j\l[ = G/ H. Then this Killing structure is a reductive structure too of the homoge-
neous manifold j\l[. 
Proof. Let B be the quasi-Killing form of 9 which defines the given 
Killing structure. The restriction of B to m is non-degenerate since X E m 
and B(X, m) = 0 imply 
B(X, g) = B(X, m CB ~) = B(X, m) + B(X, ~) = 0 
and thus X = 0 is obtained since B is non-degenerate. Consequently 
m = {X I B(X, ~) = 0, X E g}. 
On the other hand, the invariance of B yields that 
B(m, ~) = B(Te ad(h)m, Te ad(h)I) = B(Te ad(h)m, ~) = 0 
holds for hE H. Therefore the preceding two observations imply now 
Te ad(h)m = m 
for h E H and consequently the given Killing structure is a reductive structure 
as well. 
2. Some results concerning the existence and uniqueness of reductive structures 
The fact that there are homogeneous manifolds of geometric interest 
which do not admit reductive structures at all was recognized by NOl\IIZU 
soon after he had introduced these structures ([7] n, 190-200.) However, the 
existence of a reductive structure of a homogeneous manifold 111 = G/H can 
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be directly verified in such important cases ".-here H is compact or H is connect-
ed and semisimple ([6] 50-51.) Recently the existence of reductive structures 
has heen discussed hy W. KAMBER and P. TONDEUR using methods of alge-
hraic topology [3]. 
The prohlem of the uniqueness of reductive structures seems to have heen 
relatively neglected in spite of the fact that even homogeneous spaces lvI = GI M 
1Vith H compact may possess more than one reductive structure. In what fol-
lows a necessary and sufficient condition ,,,ill he given for the uniqueness of 
reductive structures hy generalizing a result of B. KOSTANT [5]. 
Some well-known hasic concepts ,,,ill he mentioned first. In fact let V, W 
he finite-dimensional real vector spaces, H a group, and consider representa-
tions 
v 1-+ cp(h)v where v E V and hE H, 
w I-+lfJ(h)w where wE Wand hE H 
of H on V and W, respectively. Then a linear map f: V -r W is called an 
R(H)-map ([1] 22 - 24) or an operator intertwining cp with 1p [5] provided the fol-
lo,\ing diagram is commutative for every hE H: 
f 
V >W 
g:(h) I 
y 
llfJ(h) 
V ::>W 
f 
The representations cp,lfJ are said to he equivalent if f is an isomorphism. Take 
now representations CP,lfJ which are completely reducihle and consider their 
irreducible components; the representations cp, 1p are said to he disjoint if there 
is no irreducihle component of cp equivalent to an irreducihle component of 1p. 
The follo,dilg lemma contains a simple hut useful ohservation. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let G be a connected Lie group, He G a closed subgroup 
and 9 = m EB 1) a reductive structure of the homogeneous space lVI = GjH. 
Consider the ad joint representation 
then its restrictions cp and 1p to m and 1), respectively, yield the representations 
cp(h) : m -+ m, h E H, 
lfJ(h) : 1) -+ 1), hE H. 
The reductive structures of NI are in one-to-one correspondence with the operators 
intertwining the representation cp with the representation 1p. 
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Proof. Let g = ~ Efl 1) be a reductive structure of the homogeneous 
space. Then for X E m the unique decomposition X = Y + Z, where Y E ~ 
and Z E 1), exists. Consequently a map ; : m -+ 1) is defined by 
X 1-+ ;(X) = Z for X Em. 
The map; is obviously linear; moreover the validity of Tead(h)X E m, 
Tead(h)Y E~, Tead(h)Z E 1) and 
imply ;(Tead(h)X) = Tead(h) ;(X). Therefore ; is an operator intertwining 
er "with1p. 
Assume conversely that an operator ; intert"\vining er with "P is given. 
Consider now the set ~ C g defined by 
~ = {X - ;(X) I X Em} . 
By an obvious argument ~ is a subspace which yields a reductive structure 
g = ~ Efl1) of the homogeneous manifold lvI. 
A necessary and sufficient condition for the uniqueness of reductive 
structures is given by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let G be a connected Lie group, He G a closed subgroup 
which is reductive in G and g = m Efl 1) a reductive structure of the homogeneous 
manifold NI = G/H. Let rp and1p be the restrictions of the representation 
to m and 1), respectively, Then the given reductive structure of NI is unique if and 
only if the representations cp and1p are disjoint. 
Proof. In consequence of the hypothesis that H is reductive in G the 
suhspaces m, 1) admit decompositions 
m = Efl {mi I i = 1, ... , k} and f) = Efl {1)j I j = 1. .. , l} 
into direct sums of irreducible components. Assume first that there is a reduc-
tive structure g = ~ Efl 1) different from the given one. Then on account of the 
preceding lemma there is a non-trivial operator 
intertwining cp "\vith "P' Let ;i be the restriction of ; to mi for i = 1, ... , k then 
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there is at least one of these maps, say ~l' 'which is not trivial. The subspace 
is irreducible since m1 c m is irreducible. Consequently there is no loss of 
generality by assuming ~(ml) = ~l' But then on account of Schur's lemma the 
map 
is an isomorphism. Consequently the tepresentations cp and 7p are not disjoint. 
Assume secondly that cp and 7p are not disjoint. Then there is no loss of general-
ity by assuming their restrictions to m1, and ~l to be equivalent. Let now 
be the intertwining operator which defines this equivalence. Let further ~i be 
the trivial map of m i into ~ for i = 2, ... , k. Then there is a unique linear map 
such that the restriction of ~ to mi is equal to ~i for i = 1, ... , k. It is obvious 
that ~ is a non-trivial operator intertwining cp with 7p. But then by the preceding 
lemma there is a reductive structure g = ~ EB ~ of lW which is different from 
the given one. 
The problem of the existence and uniqueness of Killing structures is much 
more accessible. In fact the uniqueness of a Killing structure of a homogeneous 
manifold NI = G/H is an obvious consequence of the fact already established 
in the proof of Theorem 1.1 that 
m = {X I B(X, ~) = 0, X E g} 
is valid where B is the quasi-Killing form of g applied in defining the Killing 
structure. Concerning the existence of Killing structures the following theorem 
is valid: 
THEORElYI 2.3. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, He G a closed 
connected subgroup and B a quasi-Killing form ofG. Then the homogeneous space 
lVI = G/H admits a Killing structure if and only if the restriction of B to ~ is 
non-degenerate. 
Proof. Suppose first that a Killing structure g = m EB f) of M = G/H 
exists. In order to prove by contradiction assume that there is a Z E ~ such 
that Z " 0 and B(Z, ~) = O. Since B(Z, m) = 0 the assumption implies that 
B(Z, g) = B(Z, m EB ~) = B(Z, m) B(Z,~) = O. 
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But then B is degenerate which is in contradiction "\' .. ith the definition of B. 
Suppose secondly that the restriction of B to 1) is non-degenerate. Consider now 
the subspace 1).1 defined by 
1).1 = {X I B(X, 1)) = 0, X E g} . 
Since the restriction of B to 1) is non-degenerate, 1) n 1).1 = {O} is valid. Con-
sider therefore the subspace 1).1 EB 1) of g. It is sufficient to show that 
In order to prove by contradiction assume now that there is aYE g such that 
Y -;-"- 0 and Y ~ 1).1EB 1). Thus a linear form is defined on 1) by 
Z 1-+ B(Y, Z), Z E 1) 
which is non-degenerate since B(Y, 1)) -;-"- O. Since the restriction of B to 1) is 
supposed to be non-degenerate there is a V E 1) such that 
B(V, Z) = B(Y, Z) for Z E 1) • 
This implies that Y - V E 1).1 and therefore Y E 1).1 EB 1), which is in contra-
diction ·with the definition of Y. Thus g = 1).1EB 1) is valid. 
According to a well-known definition a homogeneous manifold .i.VI = GIH 
is said to be effective if the only invariant subgroup of G contained in H is the 
trivial one. In that case where G is reductive a necessary condition can be 
easily derived in order that .lvI be effective. 
THEOREJ'rI 2.4. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, H c G a closed 
subgroup and g = m EB 1) a reductive structure of the homogeneous manifold 
M = GIH. If .i.VI is effective then 1) c [m, m] is valid. 
Proof. Put [m, mh = f) n [m, m], then according to an observation 
due to B. KOSTANT ([4] H, 200-216), an ideal a of g is given by 
a= m EB [m, mho 
Since g is reductive there is an ideal b of g such that g = a EB b holds. But the 
existence of the reductive structure yields b c 1) and the assumption that NI 
is effective implies b = {O}. Therefore f) = [m, m h c [m, m] is valid. 
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3. Homogeneous submanifolds and reductive structures 
Homogeneous sub manifolds are studied subsequently with the aid of 
reductive structures. The methods applied and the results achieved are obtained 
by generalizing earlier methods and results for I-dimensional homogeneous 
submanifolds, i.e. orbits of I-parameter subgroups [8]. 
Let G be a connected Lie group, H c G a closed subgroup, M' = GjH the 
corresponding homogeneous manifold and IX : G X l'1iI ~ lv1 the canonical action 
of G. A submanifold N of 111 is called a homogeneous submanifold if there is a Lie 
subgroup K of G such that elements of K map N onto itself and they are tran-
sitive on N. Let N be a homogeneous sub manifold and consider the set &[ of 
Lie subgroups K of G which leave N invariant and act transitively on N. If 
K', K" E &[ and KeG is the subgroup generated by elements of K' and K" 
then K E Cif is valid; in fact it is obvious that elements of K leave N invariant 
and that K acts transitively on N; moreover, K is a Lie subgroup of G in conse-
quence of a theorem of H. YAl\IABE ([4] 1,275-276.) Considering the partial 
ordering of &[ defined by inclusion the Kuratowski-Zorn lemma applies and 
yields that Cif has a maximal element K N. The Lie subgroup KN of G will be 
called the subgroup corresponding to the homogeneous sub manifold N in the Lie 
group G. The Lie algebra fN of KN >villbe called the Lie subalgebra corresponding 
to the homogeneous submanifold in the Lie algebra g. Assume now that 0 E N 
holds, then obviously N = IX(KN' 0) = n(KN) and consequently ToN = TenflV' 
Therefore a subspace n c IN exists such that the decomposition 
into direct sum of subspaces exists where q is a sub algebra defined by q = 
= fN n L). Such a decomposition >vill he called an isotropy decomposition of the 
sub algebra fN corresponding to the homogeneous suhmanifold N. The subspace 
fN C 9 defined hy fN = Ten-1(ToN) will also be applied in what follows. 
The following lemma contains a simple hut useful observation which 
will lead to essential consequences. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N C 111 be a homogeneous submanifold with 0 EN and 
an isotropy decomposition of the corresponding subalgebra. If a c 9 is a subal-
gebra such that n c a c fN holds then even a c fN is valid. 
Proof. Let A C G he the Lie subgroup defined hy a. Since obviously 
IN = n EEl f) there is a canonical coordinate system of the second kind of A 
given hy 
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on a neighborhood U of e in A such that a canonical coordinate system of the 
second kind of A n H is given by 
on a neighborhood of e in A n H ([10] 302-307). There is a neighborhood V 
of 0 in Nand U' of e in A such that if x E V and a E U' then there is agE U 
such that x = n(g) and ag E U. Assume therefore 
then on account of the preceding stipulations the following equalities hold 
C(.(a, x) = C(.(a, n(g») = n(ag) = 
= n(rp1(U1) ... <]7k(ak)C1(T1) ••• C/(T/)rp1(C(.1) ... <]7k(C(."») = 
= n(rpl(ai) ... rp,,(ak)C1(Ti) ... C/(Ti») = n(rpl(aD ... <]7k(ak)) E N. 
Consequently C(.( U', V) c N is valid and this implies that Ac KN is true as 
well, by definition of Kw 
COROLLARY. Let N c NI be a homogeneous submanifold with 0 E Nand 
an isotropy decomposition of the corresponding subalgebra. Then tN is equal to 
the maximal subalgebra a of 9 such that n ca c fN holds. 
The follo'wing theorem which yields another description of subalgebras 
corresponding to homogeneous sub manifolds exhibits some structural proper-
ties of these subalgebras. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let N c NI be a homogeneous submanifold with 0 E N 
and 
an isotropy decomposition of the corresponding subalgebra rN' Consider further 
the decreasing sequence 
of sets which are given by the following successive definition: 
where j = 1, 2, .... Then these qj are all subalgebras of ~ and if k is the first j 
such that qj = qj +1 then qk = q is valid. 
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Proof. The assertion that the qj are subalgebras will be verified by induc-
tion. Since qO is a sub algebra by definition assume qj-1 to be a sub algebra for 
j = 1, 2, .... In order to show that qj is a sub algebra consider arbitrary ele-
ments Z' Z" E qj and ~, 'fJ ER. Then Z', Z" E qj-l and ~Z' + 'fJZ" E qj-l, 
[Z', Z"] E qi-l since qi-l is supposed to be a sub algebra. Moreover 
ad($ Z' + 'fJ Z") n c $ad (Z') n + 'fJ ad(Z") n c n EB qj-l 
by definition of qj and furthermore, in consequence of the J acobi identity even 
ad([Z', Z"])n = -[ n,[Z', Z"J] c [Z", rn, Z'J] [Z', [Z", nJ] en EB qi-1 
holds by definition of qi and since qj -1 is supposed to be a sub algebra. These 
observations yield that ~Z' + 'fJZ" E qi, [Z', Z"] E qj holds. Therefore qj is a 
sub algebra. Let now k be the first integer j such that qj = qj +1 is valid. Since 
IN = n EB q c n EB qj holds for every j, by the above construction IN C n EB q"-
is obviously valid. This )ields 
[n, n] c n EB qk 
since tN is a sub algebra. Consequently n EB qk is a sub algebra such that 
is satisfied. Thus by the preceding lemma n EB qk C IN holds. Therefore 
n EB q = !N = n EB qk. 
Further q, qk C 1) implies that qk = q is valid as well. 
Let 9 = m EB 1) be a reductive structure of a homogeneous manifold 
lVI = GjH where the closed subgroup H C G is connected. If n c TIt is a sub-
space and q C 1) a sub algebra such that ! = n EB q is a sub algebra of 9 then 
is a reductive substructure of the given reductive structure 9 = TIt EB 1). In partic-
ular, a reductive substructure! = n EB q is said to be symmetric if [n, n] c q 
holds. 
The follo\dng lemma shows the importance of reductive substructures in 
studying homogeneous submanifolds. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 9 = TIt EB 1) be a reductive structure of a homogeneous 
manifold NI = GjH such that the closed subgroup H C G is connected. If Ne NI 
is a homogeneous submanifold with 0 E N such that an isotropy decomposition 
IN = n EB q of the corresponding sub algebra with n c TIt exists then IN = n EB q 
is a reductive substructure. Conversely, if f = n EB q is a reductive substructure of 
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the given reductive structure and KeG is the Lie subgroup defined by I then 
N = :n;(K) is a homogeneous submanifold and for the corresponding subgroup 
KN if N is effective KN = K is valid. 
Proof. Consider first a homogeneous sub manifold N c lVI "\vith 0 E N 
such that an isotropy decomposition IN = n EB q of the corresponding subal-
gebra with n c m exists. Since IN is a subalgebra, IN = n EB q is a reductive 
substructure. Consider secondly a reductive substructure I = n EB q. Let 
KeG be the Lie subgroup defined by t and N the homogeneous submanifold 
given by N = :n;(K). Then 
n en EB q c IN 
and therefore I = n EB q c tN is consequence of Lemma 3.1. Consider now the 
isotropy decomposition 
of tN' Then q C qN by the preceding observation. Since N = :n;(K) is effective 
qN C [n, n] is valid on account of Theorem 2.4 and consequently qN C q 
holds. Therefore q = qN is obtained and this implies that K = KN is valid. 
The follo"\ving theorem shows the importance of reductive substructures 
in classifying homogeneous submanifolds by more geometric terms. 
THEOREM 3.4. Let g = m EB I) be a reductive structure of a homogeneous 
manifold NI = G/H where the closed subgroup H C G is connected. If 
is a reductive substructure then the corresponding homogeneous sub manifold is 
totally geodesic with respect to the natural torsion-free connection of the given reduc-
tive structure. Conversely if N c NI is a homogeneous submanifold with 0 EN 
which is totally geodesic with respect to the natural torsion-free connection of the 
given reductive structure and all geodesics of N are trajectories of I-parameter 
subgroups defined by elements of m then an isotropy decomposition tN = n EB q 
with n c m exists. 
Proof. Assume first that a reductive substructure f = n EB q is given 
and consider the corresponding homogeneous submanifold N defined according 
to the proof of the preceding lemma. If X E n - {O} then the corresponding 
orbit 
1:" -+ :n; 0 exp( 1:" X), 1:" ER 
is a curve of N since :n; 0 exp(n) C N holds. On the other hand this orbit is a 
geodesic of the natural torsion-free connection of the given reductive structure 
([4] II, 190-200). Since ToN = Te:n;n this implies that the submanifold N is 
geodesic at the point o. But the submanifold N is homogeneous and the natural 
torsion-free connection is invariant, therefore N is geodesic at all of its points. 
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Consequently N is totally geodesic. The proof of the converse of this assertion 
is now evident. 
Let g be a finite dimensional real Lie algebra and n e g a subspace such 
that 
[n, [n, nn en. 
Then the subspace n is called a Lie triple system in the Lie algebra g. 
The geometric significance of Lie triple systems for Lie groups and sym-
metric spaces is a well-known fact ([2] 189-191). The following lemma shows 
that some of the concerned results generalize to Killing structures. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let G be a reductive connected Lie group, H e G a closed 
connected subgroup such that a Killing structure g = m EB ~ of the homogeneous 
manifold lVI = GJ H exists and that the restriction of the representation 
Tead(h) : g ~ g, hE H 
to m is irreducible. Then a reductive substructure f = n EB q is symmetric if and 
only if n is a Lie triple system. 
Proof. The assumption concerning the irreducibility of the represen-
tation obviously implies [~, n] = m for any subspace n e m. Let B be the 
quasi-Killing form of g which defines the given Killing structure. Then the 
invariance of B yields 
B(m, rn, n]) = B([f), n], rn, n]) = B(~, [n, rn, n]]) 
for any subspace n e m. But these equalities yield that [n, n] e ~ is equivalent 
to rn, rn, n]] e m. Assume now n to be given by a reductive substructure 
f = n EB q. Since f is a sub algebra now rn, n] e q is equivalent to [n,[n, nn e 
en. 
THEOREl\I 3.6. Let G be a connected reductive Lie group, H e G a 
closed connected subgroup such that a Killing structure g = m EB ~ of the homo-
geneous manifold lVI = G/ H exists and such that the restriction of the representa-
tion 
is irreducible. If n e m is a Lie triple system then N = no exp(n) is a homoge-
neous sub manifold which is totally geodesic and symmetric with respect to the 
natural torsion-free connection corresponding to the given Killing structure. Con-
versely if N e 11f is a homogeneous submanifold with 0 E N which is totally 
geodesic and symmetric with respect to the natural torsion-free connection of the 
given Killing structure then there is a Lie triple system ne m with N = no exp(n). 
Proof. Assume first that a Lie triple system n e m is given. Then 
f = n EB rn, n] 
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is a sub algebra and even a reductive substructure. Consequently the homoge-
neous submanifold defined by f is totally geodesic and even symmetric since 
f is symmetric ( [4] II, 222 - 238). Assume secondly that a homogeneous submani-
fold ]V c ]}I v"ith 0 E ]V exists which is totally geodesic and symmetric with 
respect to the natural torsion-free connection of the given Killing structure. 
Then geodesics in ]V passing through 0 are orbits of I-parameter subgroups in 
KN and defined by elements of m. Thus assumptions in Theorem 3.4. are satis-
fied and therefore a decomposition 
"with n C m exists. But IN = n EB q is symmetric since ]V is symmetric. There-
fore n is a Lie triple system by Lemma 3.5. 
4. Decompositions of homogeneons manifolds and reductive structures 
The decompositions of homogeneous manifolds are considered generally 
under the existence of an invariantRiemannianmetric([4]II,2IO-2I6). Here 
the problem of decomposition of a homogeneous manifold ,,,ill be considered 
first in entire generality and then under the existence of a reductive structure. 
Different kinds of decompositions ,,,ill be introduced and studied. 
The following lemma summarizes some simple facts basic for the decom-
position of homogeneous manifolds into homogeneous submanifolds. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let G be a connected Lie group H a closed connected subgroup 
n : G -+- 1vI = G/H and rx : G xlVI __ l'VI 
the canonical projection and the natural action respectively. If G', G" c G are 
closed connected subgroups and lVI' = n(G'), lVI" = n(G") the corresponding 
homogeneous submanifolds then the following assertions hold: 
1. lkI = U {rx(g', M") I g' E G'} if and only if G = G'G"H; 
2. The validity of rx(a,' 0) = rx(b', 0) implies that of rx(a', x") = rx(b', x") 
for every x" E NI" if and only if g"-l(H n G')g" = H n G' for g" E G"; 
3. The orbits rx(G', x") of different x" E M" are disjoint if and only if 
gl-lG'g" n G"H cH for g" E G". 
Proof. 1. Assume TvI = U {rx(g', NI") I g' E G'} to be valid then any 
x E 1\11 can be obtained as n(g) = x = rx(g', x") = n(g'g") where g E G, g' E G', 
x" = n(g") and g" E G"; consequently g = g'g"h holds for any g 'Vith It E H. 
This argument yields the proof of the converse assertion, too. 
2. Assume g"-l(H n G') g" = H n G' for g" E G" and rx(a', 0) = rx(b', 0) 
for some a', b' E G'. Then a' = b'lt with some hE H. Consider x" E NI" 
with x" = n(g") where g" E G". Then rx(a', x") = n(a'g") = n(b'hg") = 
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= Jt(b'g"(g"-Ihg")) = Jt(b'g"). Assume in turn that cc(a', 0) = rt.(b', 0) implies 
rt.( a' , x") = rt.( b', x") for everyx" E 1\1". This means in other 'words that a' = b' h 
,vith hE H implies a'g" = b'g"h for every g" E G" ,~ith some hE H. Then 
a'g" = b'hg" = b'g"(g"-Ihg") = b'g"h yields h = g"-lhg" and consequently 
g"-I(H n G')g" = H n G' for g" E G". 
3. Assumeg"-IG'g" nG"H cHforg"EG". In order to show that orbits 
of different x" E 1\1[" are disj oint it is sufficient to see that y" = rt.(g', x") 
implies y" = x". Consider therefore a", b" E G" ~ith x" = Jt(a") and y" = 
= Jt(b"), then b" = g'a"h ,~ith hE H. Consequently g' = b"h-Ia"-I E 
G' n G"Ha"-1 c a"H"-1 and b" = a"h* a"-Ia"h = a"h*h therefore y" = x" holds. 
Assume in turn thaty" = rt.(g', x") '~ithg' E G' and x", y" E NI" implies y" = x". 
Theng'a" = b"h with a", b" E G" and hE H implies a" = b"h ,~ith some h E H. 
Consequently G'a" n G"H c a"H and therefore a"-IG'a" n G"H cH for 
every a" E G". 
The follo'~ing theorem prepares for the introduction of a decomposition 
of homogeneous manifolds into homogeneous suhmanifolds. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let G be a connected Lie group, H c G a closed connected 
subgroup 
Jt :G~M= GIH and rt. :GxM~M 
the canonical projection and the natural action respectively. Let G', G" c G be 
closed connected subgroups such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. G = G'G"H; 
2. g"-l(H n G')g" = H n G' for g" E G"; 
3. g"-lG'g" n G"H cH and G' n g"Hg"-1 C Hfor g" E G". Then a map 
f.l : 1V!' X NI" ~ .X\I[ is defined by the following prescription: 
(x', x") I~ f.l(x', x") = rt.(g', x") for (x', x") E 111' X 11,1" where g' E G' is 
such that x' = Jt(g'). The map f.l is a diffeomorphism. 
Proof. In order to see that the above definition of p, justified consider 
x' = Jt(a') = Jt(b') ,~ith a', b' E G'. Then a' = b'h ,~ith hE H n G' and con-
sequently a'g" = b'hg" = rt.(b', x") for x" E M". The map p, is obviously sur-
jective since G = G'G"H. In order to see that p, is injective assume f.l(x', x") = 
= p,(y',y") and therefore rt.(a', x") = rt.(b',y") vvith a', b' E G' such that x' = 
= Jt(a') and y' = Jt(b'). But then x" = y" must be valid on account of the 
preceding lemma and consequently x" = rt.(a'-Ib', x"). Consider now g" E G" 
such that x" = Jt(g") then a'-Ib'g" = g"h ~ith some hE H. But then 
G' n g"Hg"-I cH implies a'-Ib' EH and consequently x' = y' is valid. 
In order to see that the map p, is differentiable consider a point (x', x") 
of M' X M" and a differentiable local cross-section er : U ~ G' of the fibration 
G' ~ M' defined on a neighhorhood U of x~ in M'. Then 
p,(x', x") = rt.(er(x'), x") 
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holds for (x', x") E Ux M" consequently fl, is differentiable at the point con-
sidered. In order to show that fl, is a diffeomorphism now it is obviously suffi-
cient to show that 
T(x',x") fl, (T(x',x") lVI' xlVI") = T fl,(x',x") lVI 
is valid. Consider therefore the restriction fl,' of fl, to lVI' X {x"} und fl," the re-
striction of fl, to {x'} xlVI". It is obviously sufficient to verify the following three 
assertions: 
1. Tx' fl,' : Tx' lVI' -+ T(x',x") lVI is injective; 
2. Tx"fl," : Tx',M" -+ T(x',x") M is injective; 
3. Tx' fl,' (Tx', M') n Tx· fl," (T x" M") = {O} 
which are obvious consequences of the assumptions of the theorem. 
On account of the preceding theorem the following definition can be 
introduced: Let G be a connected Lie group H c G a closed connected sub-
group and M = G/ H the corresponding homogeneous manifold. Let G', G" c G 
be closed connected subgroups such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
1. G = G'G"H; 
2. g"-l(H n G')g" = H n G' for g" E G"; 
3. g"-lHg" n G' cH n G' for g" E G"; 
4. G"H n g"-lG'g" cH for g" E G". 
Then the map fl, : 11:[' X 11i" is called a decomposition of the first kind of the homo-
geneous manifold lVI into homogeneous submanifolds. 
The following corollary yields a less general kind of decomposition of 
homogeneous manifolds into homogeneous submanifolds. 
COROLLARY. Let G be a connected Lie group, H c G a closed connected 
subgroup 
:re : G -+ M = GJ H and a.: G X lVI -+ M 
the canonical projection and the natural action respectively. Let G', G" c G be 
closed connected subgroups and lVI' = :re(G'), lVI" = :re(G") the corresponding homo-
geneous submanifolds, such that the following conditions are satisfied: 
5 
1. G = G'G"H = G"G'H; 
2. g"-l(H n G')g" = H n G' for g" E G" and 
g'-l(H n G")g' = H n G" for g' E G'; 
3. g"-lHg" n G' cH n G' 
g'-lHg' n G" cH n G" 
for g" E G" and 
for g' E G'; 
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for g" E G" and 
for g' E G'. 
Consider the diffeomorphisms f.1, v: 1\1' X NI" ~ NI given by 
v(x', x") = ct.(g', x") and vex', x") = ct.(g", x') 
respectively, where g' E G' and g" E G" with x' = n(g') and x" = n(g"). Then 
V = v holds if and only if the commutators of elements ofG' and G" are contained 
in H. 
Proof. Since V(x', x") = vex', x") holds if and only if g'g" = g"g'h is 
satisfied with some hE H, the assertion of the corollary obviously follows. 
On account of the preceding corollary a more special concept for decom-
positions of homogeneous manifolds into homogeneous submanifolds seems to 
be justified as ·\V-ell. Let G be a connected Lie group, He G a closed connected 
subgroup and NI = G/Hthecorrespondinghomogeneousmanifold. IfG', G" cG 
are closed connected subgroups such that 
l. G = G'G"H = G"G'H; 
2. g"-l(H n G')g" = H n H' for g" E G" and 
g'-l(H n G") g' = H n G" for g'E G'; 
3. g"-lHg" n G' cH n G' for g" E G" and 
g'-lHg' n G" cH n G" for g'E G'; 
4. G"H n g"-lG'g" cH for g" E G and 
G'H n g'-lG"g' cH for g'E G"; 
5. g'g"g'-lg"-l E H for g'E G' and g" E G" 
then the corresponding diffeomorphism f.1 : J.1i' X M" ~ jJiI is called a decompo-
sition of second kind of the homogeneous manifold J.VI into homogeneous submani-
folds. 
In order to see that in spite of the abundant collection of conditions the 
above concept is rather general a discussion for the case ·where a reductive 
structure exists seems to be useful. Let g = m EB I) be a reductive structure of 
a homogeneous manifold and r' = n' EB q', r" = nil EB q" reductive substruc-
tures such that m = n' EB nil and n', nil are invariant subspaces of the repre-
sentation 
Tead(h) : g ~ g, hE H. 
Then g = n' EB nil EB I) is called a decomposition of the reductive structure. 
A more special concept is obtained by stronger requirements. If the reductive 
substructures t' = n' EB q', I" = nil EB q" are such that r', I" are ideals of g 
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and the decompositions 
g = f' EB I", 1) = q' EB q" 
into direct sums of ideals are valid then a decomposition of the reductive structure 
into direct sum ofreductive substructures is said to be given. Such decompositions 
are obtained in case of naturally reductive homogeneous Riemannian manifolds 
([4] IT, 210-216). 
The following theorem yields another justification for the concept of 
decomposition of the second kind. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let G be a connected Lie group, H c G a closed connected 
subgroup and g = m EB 1) a reductive structure of the homogeneous manifold 
1\11 = GIH. If G', G" c G are closed connected subgroups such that their Lie 
algebras g', g" with their reductive substructures g' = n' EB q', g" = n" EB q" 
define a decomposition of the reductive structure g = m EB g into direct sum of 
these reductive substructures then ]I,{' = :n:(G') and lVI" = :n:(G") define a decom-
position of the second kind of lVI provided the occurring sets are connected. 
Proof. The assumption that g = g' EB g" yields a decomposition into 
direct sum of reductive substructures implies that the follo'wing conditions 
are satisfied: 
1. g = g' g" + 1); 
2. [g", 1) n g'] = {O} c 1) n g' and 
[g',1) n g"] = {O} cl) n g"; 
3. [g", 1)] n g' = {O} c 1) n g' and 
[g',1)] n g" = {O} c 1) n g"; 
4. (g" 1) n [g", g'] = {O} c 1) and 
(g' + 1) n [g', g"] = {O} c 1); 
5. [g', g"] = {O} c 1). 
Since the sets occuning are supposed to be connected the validity of these con-
ditions implies that the conditions on decompositions of the second kind are 
satisfied too. 
A reduction of the hypotheses in the above theorem is obviously possible. 
Summary 
A systematic account of some basic facts concerning reductive structures is given. In 
iJarticular, the importance of reductive structures for classification of homogeneous submani-
folds and for the decomposition of homogeneous manifolds is shown. Different kinds of decom-
positions are introduced and studied. 
5* 
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